signal (send)

wait (wait)

Abnormal Exit Type

Method

Condition

...
Recombination lacks

Go to sheep

A memory yielded no clue

2) weeds (c) - give up lack on

A memory yielded no clue

Search for any method in

Ruizo
In summary, it makes up... It's clearly
so many works up

3. Sign 3 1

likely worked on...
1) Bread on a week.
2) Cheese with a week.
3) The mother.
4) The mother.
5) Step, go and off the mother.

Sign numbers: 2 approaches.
I put my new book Thursday.  It arrived Friday.  I should have it by Monday.  I read more of it by Monday.  I'll start over if necessary.  I'll continue reading inside.
Some text and diagrams are not clearly legible.
{ if (count == num) count = count + 1; }
```c
3

return (tfm);

sgnd (prend);

count = numcount;

out = count -

[frm = bfrg (count) ;

if (count == 0) unset (count);

if (count != 0) unset (count);

D$(count)
```
if (wc>0 || wwc>0) {
    rwc++; read.wait; rwc--;
    rc++;
    read.signal;
}
ReadExit()
WriteEntry()
if (rc>0) || (wc>0) {
wwc++; write.wait; wwc--
}
wc++;
if (rwc>0) read.signal else write.signal
else {
WriteExit()
wc--;

if (rc>0) || (wc>0)
}
```
while !(chp[left] && chp[right])
    self[i].wait;
    chp[left] = false; chp[right] = false;
    pickup(i)
    chp[right] = true; signal(self[right]);
    chp[left] = true; signal(self[left]);
    putdown(i)
```
Monitors in pthocados

C language

is low level programming
chosen section
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Opening

\[ \text{Sign} \]
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< Moveless -